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Corpus Linguis cs & Digital Edi ons

Michal Dragoun (Charles University in Prague)

The
description
composition, and description parts and the level of
Contributed
by method,
Ondrej Tichy
detail have developed in the course of time. Often, the only tool available for
codices in Prague libraries are catalogues dating back to early 1900s. Description
Contents
in these catalogues frequently consists of just a few lines, whereas manuscript
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
1.What is corpus linguis cs
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
description
just one
requirecsdiverse approaches when
2.How toofcreate
edimore
onsmanuscript
for corpuswill
linguis
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
generally
differ only
in particulars.
(Different,
morecsdetailed guidelines for
3.Examples
of the
use of corpus
linguis
specifically defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
German guidelines; compared to Czech guidelines, formal instructions differ
slightly and
cataloguers
prefer
brieferCorpora,
descriptions
(http://bilder.manuscripta‐
(Google
Ngrams,
Helsinki
WebAnno,
Linguis c Atlases of ME,
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
quoted on April 30, 2017).
Corpus of Early English Correspondence)
Compliance with the guidelines depends mainly on quantity of extant material.
In extreme cases, one country may treasure in all its libraries less manuscripts
than another country has in just one library.
1. What
Corpus Linguis
cs the description method used works on
The isfollowing
sections and
principles
in the Czech Republic. The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
1a. Whatapplied
is a Corpus
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
A linguis c corpus represents a computer readable body of text. Usually, it also
muzea – řada C, literární historie 27, 1983, s. 49–95; Rules for Describing
a empts to be:
Manuscripts; National Museum Collection – C Series, Literary History 27, 1983,
a. 49–95)
limited
to they
someare
variety
(language,
sociolect, genre, period etc.) depending on
pp.
and
available
online dialect,
at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
the subject ma er under study. Very large, diﬀuse and linguis cally “un‐focused” cor‐
pora (like Google Ngrams) tend to1give less linguis cally reliable results.
b.

representa ve of that variety (i.e. not skewed by subjec ve text selec on criteria)

c.

large, that is to say that it generally contain anywhere between 1 million to hundreds
of billions of words/tokens.

d.

enriched by meta‐data.
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1b. Linguis c Introspec on
Michal Dragoun (Charles University in Prague)
The tradi onal method of linguis c analysis is ‘Linguis c introspec on’. As theorized
by Leonard
Talmy,
this is composition,
conscious a en
directed byparts
a language
user
to par
The
description
method,
andondescription
and the
level
of cular as‐
pectshave
of language
manifest
their own
cogniOften,
on. Ulthemately
this methodology
detail
developed
in theincourse
of time.
only tool
available for is quite
precarious
since libraries
it relies heavily
on very dating
small data‐sets,
i.e. the
user’s
own report of lin‐
codices
in Prague
are catalogues
back to early
1900s.
Description
c introspec
and the reports
others.
are limits
to what
cogni ve phe‐
inguis
these
cataloguesonfrequently
consistsofof
just a There
few lines,
whereas
manuscript
nomena caninbe
accessed
through can
introspec
individual
experience
of meaning
or
descriptions
modern
catalogues
be tenson
of and,
pages
long. When
describing
a
gramma cality
is ul mately
notdescription
well suited should
to the analysis
of historical
language‐use,
manuscript,
the purpose
of the
be considered.
Information
where
the language
exists only as
textual remnants
of thecomes
mindsathat would
can
be added
and descriptions
improved
infinitely. independent
However, there
have when
interpreted
point
addingthem.
further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
1c. Corpus Methodology
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
A linguis differ
c corpus
enables
linguists “to
make more
objecdetailed
ve and guidelines
conﬁdent descrip
ons of
generally
only
in particulars.
(Different,
more
for
usage thandefined
would be
possible
on. Itcountries,
allows them
to make
statements
specifically
lists
usuallythrough
exist.) introspec
As for nearby
let us
mention
about frequency
of usage
in thetolanguage
as a whole, formal
as well instructions
as compara differ
ve statements
German
guidelines;
compared
Czech guidelines,
about usage
in diﬀerent varie
It permits
them, in(http://bilder.manuscripta‐
principle, to arrive at a total account
slightly
and cataloguers
preferes.
briefer
descriptions
of the linguis c features in any of the texts contained
the April
corpus.30,
And it2017).
provides them
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
quoted inon
with a source
of hypotheses
about
the way
the language
works.”
(Crystal,
2003)
Compliance
with
the guidelines
depends
mainly
on quantity
of extant
material.
InGoogle
extreme
cases,though
one country
maythe
treasure
all itsprovides
libraries an
lessexample
manuscripts
Ngrams,
not quite
typical in
corpus,
of the method‐
than
country
has in just
one library.
ologyanother
that is easily
replicable
online
at h ps://books.google.com/ngrams.
The following sections and the description method used works on
Google Ngrams takes its data from the immense corpus of Google Books. This can be
principles applied in the Czech Republic. The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
used to visualise diachronic word use, that is to say the incidence of par cular words with‐
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
in the corpus over a period of me.
muzea – řada C, literární historie 27, 1983, s. 49–95; Rules for Describing
Comparing the
frequency
of theCollection
forms <colour>
and <color>
Bri sh 27,
and1983,
American data,
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
– C Series,
LiteraryinHistory
it may
not surprise
that
as of 2012
theatspelling
<colour> is more common in BrE and
pp.
49–95)
and theyusare
available
online
(https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
<color> in AmE. But using the corpus, we can also look back in me and pinpoint with
1 became more common in AmE (the mid 1840s)
some accuracy when the spellings <color>
and note that this coincides with the publica on and spread of the ﬁrst edi ons of Web‐
ster’s Dic onary.
While the importance of this par cular ﬁnding may be more important for linguists than
historians, it demonstrates the power of corpus linguis cs to show how language has
changed over me based on large data sets. Similarly, the methodology can be used to
show changes in grammar (morphology or syntax), lexis (how new words and concepts are
introduced into language) or shi s in discourse and genres.
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2 How
to Create
Edi University
ons for Corpus
Linguis cs
Michal
Dragoun
(Charles
in Prague)
2a. Two examples of Digital Corpora
The description method, composition, and description parts and the level of
Google ngrams is a huge, diachronic corpus in a large range of languages and dia‐
detail
developed in thedata
course
of time.ofOften,
the only
toolitsavailable
for set of 34
lects.have
Its American‐English
set consists
155 billion
words,
Bri sh data
codices
catalogues
datingand
back
Description
billion, in
itsPrague
Spanishlibraries
data setare
contains
45 billion
soto
onearly
and 1900s.
so forth.
in these catalogues frequently consists of just a few lines, whereas manuscript
Penn‐Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, 2nd edi on, (PPCME2), is another di‐
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
achronic corpus, this me of 56 texts from the Middle English sec on of the diachronic
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
Part of the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts (Currently available in XML at h p://
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
www.helsinki.ﬁ/varieng/CoRD/corpora/PPCME2/), with a number of dele ons and addi‐
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
ons. (The full list of texts, arranged by date, is currently available at h p://
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
www.ling.upenn.edu/ppche/ppche‐release‐2016/PPCME2‐RELEASE‐4/index.html) . The
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
corpus consists of about 1.2 million words. These are arranged by date into periods ca. 70
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
years.
generally differ only in particulars. (Different, more detailed guidelines for
specifically defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
German
guidelines;
compared
to examples.
Czech guidelines, formal instructions differ
2b. Problems
illustrated
by these
slightly and cataloguers prefer briefer descriptions (http://bilder.manuscripta‐
Though both corpora are impressive in scale, there are cri cisms to be made of their
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm, quoted on April 30, 2017).
representa veness and their reliability. In the case of Google ngrams, the scale of the
Compliance with the guidelines depends mainly on quantity of extant material.
project is itself is the cause of its most serious problems. Since the corpus contains only
In extreme cases, one country may treasure in all its libraries less manuscripts
one of each book, it represents only what is wri en and not what is read. It’s results are
than another country has in just one library.
therefore only tenuously representa ve of language usage. Scholarly publishing output,
The following sections and the description method used works on
for example, is overrepresented in the Google ngrams corpus. There are also reliability
principles applied in the Czech Republic. The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
issues arising from incorrect da ng and categoriza on. The ’op cal character recogni‐
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
on’ (OCR) technology employed in digi zing the corpus is imperfect. Some characters
muzea
– řadaﬁed
C, and
literární
historie
27, small
1983,errors
s. 49–95;
Rules for
are misiden
the eﬀect
of such
on reliability
are Describing
magniﬁed across the
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
Collection
–
C
Series,
Literary
History
27, 1983,
corpora.
pp. 49–95) and they are available online at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
1

PPCME2 has a diﬀerent set of problems. The key issue lies with text selec on and
the overriding prac cal constraints under which the corpus was compiled. In the ﬁrst
place, the corpus is composed of long texts in small samples. To make the task of produc‐
ing such a corpus feasible, the number of texts incorporated was limited and their repre‐
senta veness determined subjec vely. Ideally such a corpus would aim for a greater num‐
ber of texts in each of its periods. In addi on, the edi ons used as to compile this corpus
were created by non‐linguists, whose interests were quite diﬀerent.
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2c. The
Problems
of using
Cri calinEdi
ons as the basis for digital Corpora
Michal
Dragoun
(Charles
University
Prague)
Representa veness in corpus composi on is of absolute importance for compilers of
The
description
method,
and
the level
linguis
c corpora.
Yet, forcomposition,
the editors of
cri description
cal edi onsparts
it is oand
en either
lessof
signiﬁcant or
detail
have developed
the course
of time.
Often,
only tool available
forin literary,
interpreted
diﬀerently.in Linguists,
unlike
editors,
are the
not necessarily
interested
codices
in Prague
libraries
are catalogues
datingtexts.
back Such
to early
1900s.
Description
culturally,
historically
or poli
cally signiﬁcant
texts
as these
tend to be
inoverrepresented
these cataloguesinfrequently
consists
of justcorpora
a few lines,
the edi ons
upon which
rely. whereas manuscript
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
Moreover, cri cal edi ons o en represent more the editorial choices than the lan‐
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
guage of the manuscript. In an eﬀort to uncover the original text/authors voice, cri cal
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
edi ons o en reconstruct an ‘authorial text’ in a way not supported by the manuscript ev‐
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
idence. This is done by the compila on of the best readings from number of manuscripts.
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
Such a method can lead (and has lead) to circular logic. In these cases, the emended lan‐
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
guage (parole) of one text is used to re‐construct a grammar/standard (langue) that is lat‐
Individual
countries
haveother
their rules
er used
as a model
to emend
texts.for describing manuscripts, and these
generally differ only in particulars. (Different, more detailed guidelines for
Linguists, by contrast, are not interested in the voice of the author (since that is con‐
specifically defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
jectural), but in the voice of the manuscript, i.e. the scribe. This is problema c in itself,
German guidelines; compared to Czech guidelines, formal instructions differ
yet it is more useful from the standpoint of trying to establish historical word‐use.
slightly and cataloguers prefer briefer descriptions (http://bilder.manuscripta‐
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm, quoted on April 30, 2017).
Compliance
thewith
guidelines
depends
mainly
quantity of extant material.
2d. How towith
Work
Mul ple
versions
of oneonText
In extreme cases, one country may treasure in all its libraries less manuscripts
Furthermore, many linguis c corpora (such as PPCME2) use only one version of the
than another country has in just one library.
text. Yet, historical linguists are primarily interested in diachronic change, which is usually
The following sections and the description method used works on
the result of synchronic varia on. For this reason, mul ple versions of a given text are in‐
principles applied in the Czech Republic. The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
teres ng but cri cal compila ons are not. Historical linguists are looking for a representa‐
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
ve reading and not the ‘best reading’.
muzea – řada C, literární historie 27, 1983, s. 49–95; Rules for Describing
Mul ple
copies may
skew Collection
the results,– but
they should
be edited
included in
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
C Series,
LiterarytoHistory
27,and
1983,
the49–95)
corpus,
if they
that the technology can account for the text’s
pp.
and
theyare
areproperly
availabletagged,
online so
at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
mul plicity.
1
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2g The Basic Principles of a Good Corpus
Michal Dragoun (Charles University in Prague)

•Maximal informa on preserva on
The description method, composition, and description parts and the level of
•No irreversible editorial changes
detail have developed in the course of time. Often, the only tool available for
•Explicit
indica
on back
of responsibility
codices in Prague libraries are
catalogues
dating
to early 1900s. Description
in these catalogues frequently consists
of just
a few lines,on
whereas manuscript
•Reliable
documenta
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
ﬂexibility/accessibility
manuscript, the purpose of •Maximal
the description
should be considered. Information
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
2f. Editorial Features of a Good Corpus
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
Edi ons
produced
corpus linguis
cs should
go beyond
is typically
generally
differ
only infor
particulars.
(Different,
more
detailedwhat
guidelines
for the
norm for tradi
onal
diploma
edi ons.
There
should
be no irreversible
emenda on
specifically
defined
lists
usually cexist.)
As for
nearby
countries,
let us mention
or normalisa
on ofcompared
the text. Accurate
on should be
maintained
German
guidelines;
to Czechgraphemic
guidelines,representa
formal instructions
differ
at all and
mescataloguers
(i.e. the le ering
wording
should be(http://bilder.manuscripta‐
encoded as they appear in the
slightly
preferand
briefer
descriptions
source manuscript).
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
quoted on April 30, 2017).
Compliance
witheven
the in
guidelines
mainly
quantity
However,
diploma depends
c edi ons,
someon
features
areofo extant
en omimaterial.
ed or silently
In normalised.
extreme cases,
one country
treasure
in all its libraries
manuscripts
Allographs
are o may
en silently
normalised
so as notless
to cause
problems with
than
another country
just
one library.
search/retrieval
funchasoninof
a corpus.
So, for example, a corpus might normalise the
The following
sections
andin insular
the description
method
used ƿ=w?;
works ð=þ=th?;
on
non‐standard
graphemes
found
manuscripts
thus: s=ʃ=ꞅ?;
principles
applied in the
Czech Republic.
rules
published (J. Pražák – F.
a=ɑ?. If normalisa
on occurs,
it shouldThe
always
bewere
annotated.
Hoffmann
J. Kejř
I. corpus,
Zachová:
rukopisů,
Sborník
Národního
When–crea
ng –the
theZásady
editor popisu
has to decide
what
to do with
the original
muzea
– řada
C, literární
historie
27,correspond
1983, s. 49–95;
Rules for
Describing
punctua
on, some
of which
may not
to the modern
punctua
on schemes.
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
Collection
– C the
Series,
Literary
History
They must also
choose
whether
to annotate
abbrevia
ons,
which27,
are1983,
to be found
pp.in49–95)
and
they
are
available
online
at
(https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
prac cally all La n manuscripts. Are paratexts to be diﬀeren ated? Paratexts such
as headings, paragraphs, columns, rubrics
etc. are frequently omi ed in corpora but at
1
other mes (for example when encoding poetry), they are normalised. Non linear text
is also a cause for concern.
Ul mately there are lots of approaches to these ques ons, rather than one stand‐
ard to be followed by all. Though there are be er and worse ways to organise a cor‐
pus, the key thing is to make sure that, whatever you do, the edi on includes docu‐
menta on of all the editorial principles and decisions and of the source material.
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2g. Technical Features of a Good Corpus
Michal Dragoun (Charles University in Prague)
A good corpus needs to be compa ble and comparable with other corpora. This
means
that the depth
of detail
encodedand
needs
to be similar,
i.e.and
it needs
to beofbased on
The
description
method,
composition,
description
parts
the level
more have
or lessdeveloped
diploma cintranscrip
ons.
conformfor
to a standard,
detail
the course
of The
time.mark‐up
Often, should,
the onlyideally,
tool available
e.g. TEI.in Prague libraries are catalogues dating back to early 1900s. Description
codices
in these
catalogues
frequently
consists ofnojust
lines, whereas
manuscript
There
should be
li le or preferably
useaoffew
proprietary
so ware
or interfaces. The
descriptions
in modern
canavailability
be tens ofof
pages
long. When
a instead
use of such so
ware o catalogues
en limits the
the original
data,describing
which should
manuscript,
of the ble
description
should
be considered.
be accessiblethe
to purpose
all and compa
with freely
available
so ware. Information
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
Legally, the copyright status of the edi on should be explicit and consistent. If there
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
are any parts of the edi on that carry a separate license, these should be made separate
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
so as to protect both the editors and users.
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
generally differ only in particulars. (Different, more detailed guidelines for
specifically
defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
2h. WebAnno
German guidelines; compared to Czech guidelines, formal instructions differ
An excellent tool for collabora ve tagging edi ons is WebAnno (h ps://
slightly and cataloguers prefer briefer descriptions (http://bilder.manuscripta‐
webanno.github.io). This is a mul ‐user annota on tool that is designed to support large
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm, quoted on April 30, 2017).
projects that involve numerous people in diﬀerent roles. It is especially useful therefore
Compliance with the guidelines depends mainly on quantity of extant material.
for crowdsourcing. It is free and fully web based, so there is no need to buy or install any‐
In extreme cases, one country may treasure in all its libraries less manuscripts
thing. The results are therefore accessible to anyone with a computer. Furthermore
than another country has in just one library.
WebAnno is TEI compa ble so an edi on produced using it will conform to a standard.
The following sections and the description method used works on
For a full set
of Tutorials,
please
see:
principles
applied
in the Czech
Republic.
The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
Hoffmann
– J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
(h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ5pFoFzxIk&list=PLvYKmi8P7TYdC‐
muzea
– řada C, literární historie 27, 1983, s. 49–95; Rules for Describing
7A_VT4td95629aZIwDb&index=2).
Manuscripts; National Museum Collection – C Series, Literary History 27, 1983,
pp. 49–95) and they are available online at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
1
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3 Examples
of(Charles
the useUniversity
of corpus
linguis cs
Michal
Dragoun
in Prague)
3a. CEEC / PCEEC—An example of Diachronic Corpus Research
The description method, composition, and description parts and the level of
The Corpus of Early English Correspondence is a corpus that was created at the Uni‐
detail have developed in the course of time. Often, the only tool available for
versity of Helsinki. The corpus includes le ers wri en between 1410 and 1680. This
codices in Prague libraries are catalogues dating back to early 1900s. Description
means that it has 4970 le ers from 84 collec ons, by 666 authors and fully 2,159,132 [2.7
in these catalogues frequently consists of just a few lines, whereas manuscript
million] words or ‘tokens’ within the corpus. This has been marked up with meta‐data in‐
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
cluding: year, authen city, author, addressee, with their gender, age and rela onship
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
(social class and region/dialect remain as yet unpublished). The words have not been lem‐
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
ma sed.
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
The PCEEC
was
anmore
evolu manuscript
on of the original
database.
This
version contains
description
of just
one
will require
diverse
approaches
when the bulk of
the collec
[2.2
million edition.
words], has part of speech tagging and is parsed in dependency
entered
in aons
new,
enlarged
syntax. The corpus itself is available through the Oxford text archive.
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
This corpus
, for example,
may be(Different,
used to show
degree to
which thefor
spelling of a
generally
differ only
in particulars.
morethedetailed
guidelines
par cular word
is standardised.
In our As
example,
we will
use the let
words
’shall’ and ’will’, be‐
specifically
defined
lists usually exist.)
for nearby
countries,
us mention
cause they
are tagged
separately
it it is
easy to ﬁnd
all their
forms. Simply
German
guidelines;
compared
toand
Czech
guidelines,
formal
instructions
differcoun ng
the number
of wordforms
for ’shall’
anddescriptions
’will’ at a given
me would provide a very crude
slightly
and cataloguers
prefer
briefer
(http://bilder.manuscripta‐
measure of language use. However, we can use
the informa
on contained
within the cor‐
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
quoted
on April
30, 2017).
pus to produce
precise stadepends
s cs. We
may,on
forquantity
example,ofcalculate
how predictable a
Compliance
withmore
the guidelines
mainly
extant material.
cular spelling
was country
at a given
That isintoallsay,
rather
than
simply illustra ng
Inpar
extreme
cases, one
mayme.
treasure
its that
libraries
less
manuscripts
the number
variants,
mayone
extrapolate
than
another of
country
haswe
in just
library. from the corpus an idea of the regularisa on
of le The
ers and
words within
the and
language.
By a emp ng
to produce
following
sections
the description
method
used ‘objec
works ve’
onmethods
for historical
linguis
cs, Czech
scholarRepublic.
will o enThe
ﬁndrules
themselves
forced to
more– speciﬁc
ques‐
principles
applied
in the
were published
(J.ask
Pražák
F.
ons of the– data
and– therefore
to re‐evaluate
and rukopisů,
reformulate
their aims.
Hoffmann
J. Kejř
I. Zachová:
Zásady popisu
Sborník
Národního
muzea – řada C, literární historie 27, 1983, s. 49–95; Rules for Describing
Manuscripts; National Museum Collection – C Series, Literary History 27, 1983,
pp. 49–95) and they are available online at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
1
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So simply
counted,
we get
the following.
Michal
Dragoun
(Charles
University
in Prague)
•shall – 108 forms, will – 93 forms

The description method, composition, and description parts and the level of
shall ‐ 8 495; should ‐ 2 302; shuld ‐ 1 191; shal ‐ 858; shold ‐ 780; schall ‐ 496; shoulde ‐ 181; schuld ‐ 179; sholde ‐ 177; shulde ‐ 169; schal ‐
schulde
‐ 87; showld ‐ 82;
‐ 68;course
schold ‐ 68;of
scholde
‐ 63;Often,
shalle ‐ 61;the
shoold
‐ 43; xall
‐ 34;available
schaull ‐ 28; shou'd
detail89;have
developed
inxuld
the
time.
only
tool
for ‐ 26; schawll ‐
22; chuld ‐ 18; xal ‐ 18; schalle ‐ 17; sholdest ‐ 14; xwld ‐ 14; shull ‐ 12; shalt ‐ 12; schull ‐ 11; shoolde ‐ 11; shale ‐ 10; shud ‐ 9; shude ‐
codices
in Prague
are‐ 8;catalogues
dating
to early
1900s.
8; shallt
‐ 8; schawl libraries
‐ 8; shul ‐ 8; chal
xul ‐ 7; sholld ‐ 6;
schowldeback
‐ 6; showlde
‐ 6; schulld
‐ 5; sallDescription
‐ 5; chall ‐ 5; shulle ‐ 4; schould ‐ 3;
shawle ‐ 3; schol ‐ 3; sh ‐ 3; schulle ‐ 2; schaul ‐ 2; shullen ‐ 2; schaell ‐ 2; shouldest ‐ 2; schoulde ‐ 2; sale ‐ 2; xold ‐ 2; schavll ‐ 2; xulde ‐
in these
catalogues
frequently
just
few‐ 2;lines,
manuscript
2; schud
‐ 2; schul ‐ 2; shoulld
‐ 2; sshall ‐consists
2; xwlde ‐ 2; of
schyde
‐ 2; a
schale
schulldewhereas
‐ 2; sal ‐ 2; ssholde
‐ 1; xud ‐ 1; sholdst ‐ 1; sschall
‐ 1; shaull ‐ 1; scholld ‐ 1; scholle ‐ 1; shell ‐ 1; chovld ‐ 1; sulde ‐ 1; shuln ‐ 1; scal ‐ 1; shol ‐ 1; schod ‐ 1; sild ‐ 1; shou ‐ 1; sshal ‐ 1;
descriptions
in modern
can
be tens
of pages
long.
When
describing
schell ‐ 1; chull
‐ 1; shwld ‐ 1;catalogues
sholl ‐ 1; schawlle
‐ 1; schuln
‐ 1; schvlde
‐ 1; schvld
‐ 1; xale
‐ 1; schowld
‐ 1; shollde ‐a1; xulld ‐ 1; shoud ‐
1; scholl ‐ 1; showd ‐ 1; shallte ‐ 1; cholde ‐ 1; shd. ‐ 1; suchld ‐ 1; xullde ‐ 1; suld ‐ 1; sode ‐ 1;
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
will ‐ 2.903; would ‐ 1.962; wold ‐ 824; wyll ‐ 537; wolde ‐ 484; woll ‐ 362; wil ‐ 196; wyl ‐ 124; wol ‐ 121; woulde ‐ 117; wole ‐ 106; wull ‐ 105;
woold
‐ 92; wuld
‐ 75; descriptions
wolle ‐ 55; wille ‐ 50;improved
wou'd ‐ 33; wodinfinitely.
‐ 23; woolde ‐ 20;
well ‐ 18; wyllethere
‐ 17; wulde
‐ 16; whould
can be
added
and
However,
comes
a ‐ 10; wilt ‐ 9;
wolld ‐ 9; wode ‐ 9; willt ‐ 9; wooll ‐ 8; w ‐ 8; whyll ‐ 7; wovld ‐ 6; wyld ‐ 6; whowlde ‐ 5; vyll ‐ 5; wholl ‐ 5; wele ‐ 4; vold ‐ 4; whoulde ‐
point 4;when
worth
the
time
it takes.
wulle ‐ 4;adding
whollde ‐ 4;further
vele ‐ 4; vylinformation
‐ 3; wollde ‐ 3; wel is
‐ 3; not
wholde
‐ 3; wholld
‐ 3; veld
‐ 3; wald
‐ 2; wul ‐ Even
2; wyle ‐ a
2; woill ‐ 2; wd. ‐ 2;
whoullde ‐ 2; whold ‐ 2; woldest ‐ 2; woull ‐ 2; wowld ‐ 1; valde ‐ 1; welle ‐ 1; woald ‐ 1; whowlyd ‐ 1; wollede ‐ 1; wyllyd ‐ 1; woldde ‐
description
just one
more
manuscript
will
approaches
when
1; wolbe ‐of
1; wouldes
‐ 1; woulld
‐ 1; vyle
‐ 1; wulld ‐ 1; wad
‐ 1;require
wouldle ‐ 1; diverse
vould ‐ 1; wule
‐ 1; woul'd ‐ 1; woille
‐ 1; wd ‐ 1; wilbee ‐ 1;
woould ‐ 1; wauld ‐ 1; wo ‐ 1; wowolde ‐ 1; whowllde ‐ 1; whowl ‐ 1; wylbe ‐ 1;
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
Individual countries
and these
SHALLhave their rules for describing manuscripts,
WILL
dis nct differ
forms only in
totalparticulars.
forms
% d.f.
dis nct
forms guidelines
total formsfor
% d.f.
generally
(Different,
more
detailed
1410
1
1
100.00%
1410
1
2
50.00%
specifically defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
1420
13
48
27.08% 1420
4
15
26.67%
German
guidelines;
compared
to
Czech
guidelines,
formal
instructions
differ
1430
6
15
40.00% 1430
12
21
57.14%
slightly
prefer briefer
descriptions
1440 and cataloguers
12
71
16.90%
1440 (http://bilder.manuscripta‐
11
39
28.21%
1450
31
618
5.02% quoted
1450
23
501
4.59%
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
on April
30, 2017).
1460
31
786
3.94% 1460
22
521
4.22%
Compliance
with
the
guidelines
depends
mainly
on
quantity
of
extant
material.
1470
32
856
3.74% 1470
20
610
3.28%
In1480
extreme cases,48one country may
treasure
in
all
its
libraries
less
manuscripts
936
5.13% 1480
39
810
4.81%
1490another country
12 has in just one
158 library.
7.59% 1490
16
133
12.03%
than
1500
9
167
5.39% 1500
11
138
7.97%
The following sections and the description method used works on
1510
14
177
7.91% 1510
14
101
13.86%
principles
applied12in the Czech Republic.
The rules
were
published
(J.
Pražák
–
F.
1520
416
2.88%
1520
18
211
8.53%
1530
21
829
2.53%
1530
22
474
4.64%
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
1540
1107
18
492
3.66%
muzea
– řada C,17 literární historie
27, 1.54%
1983, 1540
s. 49–95; Rules
for Describing
1550
9
395
2.28% 1550
10
346
2.89%
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
Collection
–
C
Series,
Literary
History
27,
1983,
1560
7
78
8.97% 1560
6
84
7.14%
1570
11 are available
734
1570
10
725
1.38%
pp.
49–95) and they
online1.50%
at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
celkem

16
16
9
9
10
18
15
7
6
10
11
108

713
1023
535
631
854
1337
664
1049
552
306
762
15818

2.24%
11.56%
1.68%
1.43%
1.17%
1.35%
2.26%
0.67%
1.09%
3.27%
1.44%
0.68%

1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
celkem
8

13
13
9
12
17
13
12
6
7
8
10
92

727
1208
695
879
1174
1942
1202
1250
845
490
1220
16855

1.79%
1.08%
1.29%
1.37%
1.45%
0.67%
1.00%
0.48%
0.83%
1.63%
0.82%
0.55%
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The Percentage of dis nct forms can be plo ed thus

Michal Dragoun (Charles University in Prague)

The description method, composition, and description parts and the level of
detail have developed in the course of time. Often, the only tool available for
codices in Prague libraries are catalogues dating back to early 1900s. Description
in these catalogues frequently consists of just a few lines, whereas manuscript
descriptions in modern catalogues can be tens of pages long. When describing a
manuscript, the purpose of the description should be considered. Information
can be added and descriptions improved infinitely. However, there comes a
point when adding further information is not worth the time it takes. Even a
description of just one more manuscript will require diverse approaches when
entered in a new, enlarged edition.
Individual countries have their rules for describing manuscripts, and these
generally differ only in particulars. (Different, more detailed guidelines for
specifically defined lists usually exist.) As for nearby countries, let us mention
German
guidelines;
compared
guidelines,
formalpredictability
instructions
differ spellings
Using
Shannon’s Entropy,
equatoon,Czech
however,
we can measure
of diﬀerent
slightly
cataloguers
preferthebriefer
based onand
this corpus.
In so doing,
corpus descriptions
can be used to (http://bilder.manuscripta‐
draw speciﬁc conclusions about the stand‐
ardiza on of language use at these mes. Shannon’squoted
entropy is on
a logarithm
‘probability
distribu on’.
mediaevalia.de/hs//kataloge/HSKRICH.htm,
April of30,
2017).
That is to say with
that itthe
can guidelines
be used to calculate
themainly
probability
of various of
possible
outcomes
in an experi‐
Compliance
depends
on quantity
extant
material.
In this case it predicts the likelihood of any given spelling at any given me.
Inment.
extreme
cases, one country may treasure in all its libraries less manuscripts
than another country has in just one
‐ ∑library.
( d/f × ln (d/f) )
The following sections and the description method used works on
Here, d = the number of dis nc ve forms and f = the total number of forms for each peri‐
principles applied in the Czech Republic. The rules were published (J. Pražák – F.
od/sec on.
Hoffmann – J. Kejř – I. Zachová: Zásady popisu rukopisů, Sborník Národního
graphhistorie
below, which
presents
us withRules
the surprising
conclusion that
muzeaThis
– gives
řada us
C, the
literární
27, 1983,
s. 49–95;
for Describing
the predictability
of diﬀerent
spellings
of ‘shall’
and ‘will’
actually
declined
between 1440
Manuscripts;
National
Museum
Collection
– C Series,
Literary
History
27, 1983,
and49–95)
1680. and they are available online at (https://www.mua.cas.cz/cs/zasady‐
pp.
1
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